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ABSTRACT, 
The purposes of this study were: (1) to examine a 
select sampl'e o'f both runaways and nonrunaways at six Oregon 
resident~ial treatment facilities; (2) to .dete~lne the 
am'ount and type of preplacement visitation and counseling 
done within these agencies;- (3) to determ~ne the effect pre­
placement Visi tat ion and counse-ling has upon the studied 
sample of, runaways and nonrunaways in decreas'ing or control­
ling the number of ~ns from the agencies,involved; and (4) 
to determine signifi,cant, characteristics between runaway and 
nonrtinaway populations. 
Test1ng mater1als 1ncluded a two-part questionnaire, 
part of ~h1ch was developed with girls from one of the par­
ticipating agencies. 
Running, which today is looked upon ~s a status 
offen'se, is costly in the effect it has upon' the mind and 
emotions of the young runners, as well as the 'effect it has 
upon the budgets of the agencies involved. Running from a 
resident1al treatment progra~ 1s also disru'ptive to the 
treatment plan which has been set up for that particular 
youth. 
The work which has been done to date ip 'this area is 
sketchy and incomplete.- It does not clearly tell us whether 
2 
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or not preplacement counseling aC.tually reduces the desire 
to run and helps to create a more comfor~able .atmosphere for 
the teen-ager. 
'Ou~ sample consisted of both runners and a random sam­
ple of nonrunnera from the participatin~ agencies for the 
month o~ October. 
u.w. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Narrative 
Thl,g practicum 1'a an outgrowth of a request made by 
Orville Ga~rison, M.S.W. of Catholic Children's Services 
for ~esea~ch', concerning teen-age runaways. Catholic Chil­
dren's Services has, since 1971, been conducttng a program 
deall'ng wi~h acutely delinquent children wh~ have been re­
ferred to them by court commitment. Runaways are felt to be 
a problem' of real importance to the agency." This· same con­
dition exl~ts in the other participating agencies and is 
considered by each of them to be a maJ or pro,blem. 
Six Oregon residential' treatment agencies agreed to 
,
cooperate in this research project. They include: 
1. LOlJ i se Home 
2. Villa St. 'Rose 
3. Christie School for Girls 
4. St. Mary's Home for Boys 

5., Children's Farm Home 

6. Catholic Children's Services 
For the purposes of this study, a runner shall be de­
fined as absent from the agency for a period of more than 
twelve hours'without the perm1ssion of the staff. 
v 
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Obje'o;tiv~s and Expected Sign~1r1cance 
of Research " 
The research will attempt to fulf1l1 the following 
purposes and objectives: 
1. To determine the effect precounseling and pre­
placement', visitation to the agencY' has on the rate of youths 
running from the agencies after placement. 
2. To assist· in developing critaria by which future 
~nners can be identif1ed. 
3. To", publish and di'stribute to the', appropriate resi­
dent1al 	t~ea~~ent agenoies the results of,this research; 
It is anticipated that this research will: 
1. Provide a base of information for the development 
of socially significant programs to deal wt,thboth past and 
future runaways. 
2. 'Provide information trom run~ways themselves which 
heretotorehas not been shared with couns'el~rs and social 
work ageno1es. 
3. Assist in red~c1ng the actual dollar amount pres­
ently being expended by the participating agencies in han­
dllng the runaway problem. 
Purposes of the Study 
The purposes of this study were: 
I 
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.1 •. ,To . examine a select sample of both runaways and 
nonrunaways at six Oregon socla1 work agenci~s. 
2. ' To determine the amount and type of preplacement 
v1sitatlo~ and counseling done w1th1n these.agencies. 
3. To determine the effeot preplaoe.ment visitation 
andcounsellng has upon the studied sample of runaways and 
nonrunawaye 1n controlling or decreasing the number of 
"runs" f.rm the agencies invoived • 
~ , 
. Definitions 
J. 
The follow1ng definitions are to.olarlfy the meaning 
of specif.1c terms that are used throughout the study: 
Runaway.--A youth between the ages of eleven and 
< ' 
seventeen ~ho was absent from the agency for a period of 
more than twelve hours wtthout the permission of the at'aff. 
Nonrunaway.--A youth in residential 'care between the 
ages of eleven and seventeen who did not run from the agency 
during Oo'tober,~ 1974. 
Agency. --A residential social service' organization 
. providing programs to meet the social a~d emotional needs of 
persons within a community. These organizat,1ons have com­
munity sanction for their operation. 
--
~. 
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S1gn1flca,nt differenoe .--A statistical difference 
which ':t'e$ults in a .Q5 level of probability. 
Delimitat10ns 
Thi's study was exploratory and, therefore, pr1marily 
desc·riptive wi th respect to the problem of the amount and 
type of' preplacement visitation and counseling done when 
placing a 'teen-~ger in an agency, and its effect upon the 
ru'naway r~ te • 
The pr1mary focus of this study was to look at six 
residentiai treatment agencies w1thin Oregon and their ser­
vices to teen-agers prior to placement within these agen­
c1es. 
The study primarily involved geographic boundaries of 
the Portland, Oregon,are~, with the exception of the Chil­
dren's, Farm Home which is'located some eighty-five miles 
south of Portland, Oregpn 1n a rural setting near Corvallis, 
O~egon. Specifically, the sample population of this study 
consisted of fifty children from age eleven to s,eventeen who 
were reSid'~nts at the particip~tlrig social w'6r~ agencies. 
They were court committed to these ag,enciee. ' ,The study was 
confined to teen-agers who ran during the month of October, 
1974. 
I 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
While there is much research in the literature relat­
ing to ~naways, most of it is not directly relevant to this 
study. Ch+ldren in residential ~acili ti.es, such as the 
,partlcip~t~ng ~gencies, have already come to, the attention 
of the authorities. Most of the lit'erature is concerned 
with the runaway from home, and t~e cultur~l, social and, 
pBycholog.lcal dynamics of h,is/her running. Nonetheless, we 
have done a brief survey of the literature because of, the 
overlapp1n,g' nature or 'the populat10n.. showing common factors 
attributed to the phenomenon of' running away. 
We shall f1rst' discuss some of the research material 
from' the l1terature, more in View of its general rather than 
d1~ect relevance to our study. 
Most notable among contributing factors to the phenom­
enon of runn~ng away is the aspect of cult~ral change since 
the late s1xt1'es. From U.8. News & World Rep~rt' (1972), 1 
a feature article report1ng on runaways in the country's 
major cit1es states that more than ten thousand children run 
away weekly_ The patterns and numbers had,markedly changed 
by the early seventies: many more girls were included 1n 
the numbers ·(almost equ~l to boys), the average age had 
6 
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dlminish:ed (betwe'eh thirteen and seventeen years old, though 
,some as young as t'en)" and the destinati.on was no long'er to 
the distant la'rge urban areas but now often to the closest 
metropolitan center. 
Three important cultural condit.1ons seem to have been 
responsible, for the decision of more and more young people 
to run•. F1.r~t, the "youth culture" influenced by television 
and youth oriented publ1-cations has made running away a 
80cially acceptabl~ alternative; These media have as much 
as included "do-it-yourself" in'struct1ons of how to run and 
whe~e to go. Secondly, wi~h the sh1ft of f9CUS away from: 
the largest cities to smaller towns nearby,. the opportuni ty 
has become more a'v~tlable to the less dar1ng. Now every 
urban cent,er has shelter1ng communes or publ1c agencies ,that 
accommodate the runner, offer1ng "Instant f~llowship and 
" 
protect1on." Lastly, we have seen a cont1nu1ng 'loosen1ng of 
the family ties. The young have had to depend ent1rely upon 
the nuclear fam1ly wh1ch has become 1ncreas1ngly less stable 
as a result of'divorce and mob1lity. 
Many researchers have attempted to measure the rela~ 
tlonshlp of running'with Boclal devlancy. The soclal lmpl1­
cations of runnlng away fr,om home are discu,saed in a study 
by Bradshaw, 'et ale (1969)2 ln Salt Lake County~ Utah. They 
found that 60 per cent of their runner ~ample (referrals 
from Juven1le court) had had prevlous juvenlle records. 
7 
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Notabl·eevents preceding the runs were: trouble with par~ 
ents,lproblems with sohool or conflicts with other rela­
large part of the ~ample reported having been troubled with 
tivesL In 75 per cent of the incidents, dlffioulties within 
the !tome were named as the maJ or problem. ". Al though a very 
../ 
pers9nal problems for a period of six or· more months, 63 
per cent said that they had received no help in solving 
:' '. 3 . . 
them. Hildebrand (.1963) as'serts that runaways· represent 
young p'er~Qns who have a problem but have usually not yet 
developed a defi.nite antisocial attitude.' He goes on to . 
conclude that running is a strong indication of family prob­
lems and tha·t with intervention, the young person may be 
deterred fr'om more serious acting out' beha:vior. 
Another study that attributes running behavior as pre­
dictive of future delinquency is that of Ivan Nye and James 
Short (1957). 4 'Their sample population (2,350) was derived 
from normal high school students from 'several sections of 
the country and from residents of boys' tr~ining s?hools. 
They constructed a twelve item scale of antisocial and crim­
inal behaviors. Running away was found to be the first item 
to occur in less than 10 per cent of high school population, 
while it occurred in 61 per cent of the training school pop­
ulation. This. then provided a cut-off po1nt between the 
populations and appeared·to be a significant behavior that 
was related to more serious delinquency. 
_~~e ~~ - . 
. . . , 
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Shellow, et ale (1967), 5 comment that. previous studies 
have defined running away as either soc1ally deviant or per­
son'ally pathological. They fel t that suoh definitiveness 
resulted from the kinds of agency or group from which the 
sample was selected. S1nce they were anxious to choose a 
sample from a more general group, they selected 776 young 
people reported missIng to the police over' 'the period of a 
year. The resultant characteristics wer~ noted as follows: 
they traveled short distances, rarely beyond their own 
metropoli tan area, returning wi thin forty·-eight hours of 
their own volItIon, and ran, as often with others as they did 
, I 
i ,
alone. Two-thirds had experienced trouble 1n school, and a 
greater proportion had come from bro~en homes. tt • • 
school rec~rds show that runaways • • • were absent from 
school more often and had. lower grades.,,6 Of those ques­
r tioned who had not run, when asked if they had seriously 
thought of dQing so, one out of three said yes. 
As a reB~lt, these authors advise caution in desig­
nating specific characteristics to runaways. They concludedl 
that often the deciding factor in the decision to run may 
very well be the lmmediate circumstance. They do draw some 
conclusions trom their data. D1viding the runaways into two 
groups, they are able to character1ze the first nas belng 
relat1vely small • • • for whom running away was int1mately 
, ·7 
bound up with individual or family pathology"; and the 
9 
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second, much larger group, most of whomnad run only once. 
This group, with some differ.ences more c~osely resembled 
the nonr~nners, rather than be1ng similar to the serious~y 
d1sturbed population of the smaller group. The recommenda­
tion coming from this data was 1n the treatment plan: For 
the first -group they prescribed speoial 'carie for the sever­
ity of their' personal patbology, and for the second group 
they 'suggested treating them in ways similar to normally 
troubled adolescents. 
Thi,s brin~s us to consider some of the psychodynamic 
factors that have been projected by a number, of writers. 
Both of the stud1es executed by Amos Robey, et al~ (1964),8 
and Vedder, et ale (1970),9 perceived the oed1phal conf11ct 
as being the precip1tant factor in girls' running away_ It 
has been hypothesized ~hat they are res1sting the d'omination 
of the mother and are fearful of an incestuous relationship 
with the father. Randall Foster (1962)1~ 'concurs, saying 
"sublimation of incestuous wishes ••• for ,the ch1ld with 
limited abilities to cope with dangerous impulses, can lead 
ber to run to escape temptation and search for safer grati­
f'ication ... 
Robey concludes from his study of forty-two runaway 
girls taken from court cases, 'that "running,away is a com­
. . 
plex neurotic interraction between ~he parents and the 
,,11 ' daughter in a triangle situation. Fredrick Rosenheim 
10 
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(1940)12'regards the oed1phal conf11ct'as 'present in the 
reasons, for boys run~1ng as well. He ~ays that it is a form 
of "self-banishment" from the home, away from the dangerous 
impulse toward the mother and the strugg~e with the 
father.;t.3 ' 
Robey goes on to say t~at placement in foster homes or 
in an institution is usually not adequate to control the 
girl's behavior, unless it is combined with ,treatment in 
cons1deration of the dynamics and needs of the girl, 
• • '. severe acting out in terms of further' running 
away ~tte~pts, flounting of authority desp1te dis­
cipl1nary act10n may cont1nue to occur • • • often 
a retu~n home ffrom the placemen~) will reactivate 
the situation. 4 ' 
Theod.~~e Leventhal (1964)15 saw a measure of differ­
ence between the capacity for "inner control" of the runner 
as compar~d to the ·nonrun~er. His study of forty-two ~un­
ners and a like number of nonrunners was Judged on those 
manifestations of uncontrol. His rating criteria for un­
control was: (1) discharge'type of behavior;, 'e.g., bed wet­
ting, impuls,ivi ty and temper tantrums~ (2) deficient mechan­
isms regulating beh$vior, such as Judgement, cognition and 
mobility, and (3) a self-image of helplessn~ss'and inability 
to control. 16 His results indicated that rti~aways mani­
fested these characteristics to a greater extent than non­
runners. Other behaviors found to be associated with run­
ning away were':- stealing, truancy, demanding behavior, 
11 
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lrreSP9n,slbl11ty about tlme, susplciousness and poor phys­
lcal cQordinatlon. Also slgnlficant was the fact that one­
third of the runaways verballzed thelr feelings of lack of 
control, and that ln therapy slxteen of' ,them said that thelr 
maln ,concern was the lack of control of t~~lr lmpulses and 
thelr feellngf} of helplessness over exte'rnal events. 
Repeated throughout the 11terature are th~ problems of 
the adolescent wlth hls/her famlly. In .ny' cases the sta­
, " 
bll1ty of,. the home has already been lnterrupted and the 
chlld feels rejected, helpless and angry. His/her way of 
coplng ls to flee. The other sltuation wh1ch he/she may 
view as dangerous' ls the lncestuous lmpulse of the opposlte 
sexed parent and the domination by the like sexed parent. 
Agaln, If·he/she does not have the coplng devices to deal 
~ith his/her fear, anger or f ru stratlon, 'his/her recourse ls 
fl,lght or f~ght. The findlngs of Blood an~ D' Angelo 
(1974), 17 ,'oon~irm thls phenomenon: uWh~never slgniflcant 
areas of conflict arise • • • and confrontation ensues be­
tween the adolescent and the,parent, the ado1eBcent may 
resort to filght. ff18 Ma:Jo~ issues and confllct are con­
sidered to come from difficu1tles aris1ng from the frustra­
tion of tl:le baslc needs; viz., acceptance, ~c.hievement, 
:recognitlo~, affectlon, belonglngness, conformity to peers 
and attainment of worthy goals. Affection ~~d acceptance 
proved to be the key lssues of conflict but the authors 
12 
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suggest that the issues can be reduced 'to' noncummunicationj 
Without the al:?ility to express one's self and to be listened 
to, th~re .is no real sense of acceptan6e~ love or worth. 
They furth~r make the point from the findl.ngs of the Ohio 
State I STeen-age Flight ProJect,19 that ru'naways experience 

almost three time.s as much physical abuse~ suggesting that 

. there is an avoidance of communication on the part of their 

parents. 
Moving now to the literature that is .directly asso­
ciated with tpe runner who has been. institutionalized, 
Street, et ale (1966)20 d1d a comparativ'e'study on the, 
effects of diff'erent organizational models ,and treatment 
moda11ties on the inmates of six boys' correctional insti~ 
tutions. Records were kept on the proportion of inmates who 
had run one or more times. The two institutions where the 
treatment model was structured for obedience and conformity 
with strong internal sanctions had 16 per cent and 20 per 
cent runner,s. The two facili ties which were considered 
to be mental 'health treatment oriented--stresaing a thera­
peutic t?ilieu, a policy of frequent home vi,si~s (to let off 
steam,) " at tendi ng school away from the re s idence and using 
threats of tr~nsfer to a harsher facility--had.only 10 per 
cent and 16 'per cent runners. The remaining two residential 
facilities stressed neither custodial care nor:treatment but 
. , 
were oriented to re'-education and development, being struc­
~~. 
13: 
tured ·to a full program of work, school $.nd recreation. 
Here, runn.:ing away was considered to be normally symptomatic 
and'rather'irrelevant. The proportion of' their runners was 
the highest with 29 per cent and 50 per cent. 
The overall consequences ot the different organiza­
tions an4 modalities showed that none of the, institutions 
was truly successful at "producing changes appropriate'to 
the liVes. the inmates would lead outside. u21 However, the 
treatment facility using the milieu therapy appeared to have 
the 'most positive effect, with greater develQpme'nt of per­
sonal andsooial controls, and some skills 'in problem solv­
lng and self~understanding. 
McCorkle, r-epo~ting on the "Highfields,'~ a' unique 
treatment center in the New Jersey System ,of Corrections, 
says that troubled youthful offenQers need ,an informal, easy 
learning experlence in a. certain type of soclal m1lieu. 22 
The baslc values of such an atmosphere are security, flex­
ibll1ty and nonpunitive, nonaggresslve attitudes on the part 
of the staff.' In this small residential facility, housing 
twenty boys ~ith serious delinquency records, there are only 
,two 1mposed'rules: that no boys shall speak,to, the women 
at the hospital in which they work part ,time, and secondly 
that no boy shall leave the grounds without being accom­
panied by a',staff person. All other rules are made by staff ~ 
n 
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and boys .together and enforced by both. Indoctrination is 
done entirely by the peer group in an 1.nformal way_ 
About 'the specific problem of running away: for mar­
ginal lnfr~ct1ons; that is, occasional testing of the rule, 
the peer group 1s likely to handle the consequence or at 
worst, the offender gets a heavier work detail. For an 
actual escape the only recourse 1s the ve'ry strong sanction 
of going ·to a harsher security institution.·' By giving a boy 
the oppor,tun'1~ty to test the adul t role in sU,ch an informal 
flexible setting, he can w1th understand1ng '.and more knowl­
edge, accept the adult as a less hostile and threatening 
figure. C'onsequently, his hostile and aggressive impulses 
toward both adults and peers are lessened. 'He is then able 
to turn willingly for guidance and the formality of rules 
and indoctrination Is exchanged for learni,ng by e:x;ample" 
Therefore, acting out by running away is not a primary prob­
lem at the Highfields. 
Gisela Konopka (1966)23 expresses crtticlsm of the 
workers 1n 1nstitutions for girls. She states that they are 
often naive" coming from sheltered backgrounds; they start 
out with unrealistic ideal1sm and become thWarted and dis­
illusioned, frightened and unsure of themselves. When this 
change takes p~ace, from being ardent and well-meaning to 
hardened and d1strusting, the worker often presumes that the 
girl is flfronting" or ,"doing a snow Job." It then becomes 
\\ 
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impossible for the girl to be accepted in her full potential. 
When workers are unprepared for the hostility and distru'st 
that the,gfrl brings with her" they are fearful themsel~es 
and retaliate by "'hitting out" or "getting on a power trip." 
Such inte,ttraction only increases the anger, ,frustration and 
impulse to flee. The author recommends that· services to 
young people in such facilities need re-examination and that 
a continuum of service should be undertaken., providing help 
and information while the troubled youth is still at home, 
at the foster home aad small facility. 
Suggestions from the National Confer.en,ce ot; Superin­
tendents' ~r Training Schools on more successful ways of re­
ceiving and orienting the young person in~o the institution 
may be instrumental in cutting down the runn,ing rate. 24 
, , 
Initially they suggest greeting and welcoming without laying 
down rules or searching, the person, immediately providing' 
some recreational activity to avoid physical idleness, and 
providing a place to maintain their personal property with­
out its being interfered wi th by staff or pee'rs. 
They pose five ways in which orientation'procedures 
may be made more successful: (I) giving t,he newcomer a: 
favorable but honest impression of the program and its pur­
poses,' (2) enabling him/her to have all of the facts so,that 
he/she may partiCipate in planning 'for. himself/herself, 
~ 
(3) allowing several weeks for adjustment, (4) using group 
! 
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d1scuS81qn methods 1n orientation, and (5.) giving h1m/her 
an opportunity toquestlon staff on the IIwhysrt of what's 
happenlng. 25 
They further recommend that rules and restrictions be 
constarit~y evaluated for the1r harshness and 1neffective­
ness. S\1chrules are often the sources of the acting out 
behav10r (e.g., running) which interfere with the treatment 
of the deepe~ problem. Anger and frustration at what seems 
to be unreasonable rules may reactlvate a 'deep-seated anx­
iety by re-creating the original conflict situation. Dis­
c1pline should be with theunderstand1ng -that frequently 
h1s/her pByeho~social behav10r pattern has led the child 
1nto conflict with 8uthqr1ty. The 
, -
school or institution 
represents the same hostile environment that he/she has- had 
_	to fight agatnst. The decision to flee or- t1ght is ever 
present in his/her alternatives of coping be~avior. 
,In summary, the literature as it rela'tes to our study 
indicates several (or a comb1nation of) 're~i's()ns that may be 
responsible for young people running away. Communication 
through popular media of the new 11fe styles has m~de run­
n1ng away an acceptable alternat1ve. For those who are ­
'.I­ look1ng for' a way out of their personal situa-t ion, the "how 
to" of running- 1s readily ava1lable as 1s shelter and fellow­
sh1p at their destination. 
". 
;\ 
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One of the s~cial impl1cations rev1ewed in the litera­
ture is th.,t as the fam1ly has become dysfunct1onal, the 
child has'.'.~'ought a way out of the tension and conflict of 
'the home. ' Running as an alternative becomes repetitiouB 
behavior whenever the young person finds himself/herself in 
a similar situation of helplessness and anxiety. Further 
discussed was the fact that running away" is often the first 
act 1n the d~rection of del1nquency, and is frequently asso­
ciated w1th school problems, truancy and stealing. 
The'psychodyna~ic aspect of the young ~naway is dis­
cussed' in terms of the oed1phal conflict., 'Tn,e reason for 
the young person's runn1ng 1s hypothesized as hls/her in­
~bi1ity t~ cope with h1s/her dangerous 1mpu~ses toward the 
opposite s~xed parent or the power struggle with the l1ke 
sexed parent.' Also pro~inently discussed is the individual 
whose inaqequate impulse control leads him/her to use d1s-. 
charge behavior 1n lieu of Judgment and cogn1t1on. Running 
away is h1s/her response to feelings of helplessness to con­
trol either 1nternal or external events. 
The research on placement fac1l1ties proposed the need 
for earlier help for those being placed; preparation and 
part1cipat1on 1n the cho1ces that are made for them. Rec­
ommendations were made for ~ ready source ~f information and 
help in problem solving in the f1rst days and ~eeks of their 
'" 
; 
~ 
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placement.'. The atmosphere needs to be ·.1.ess threatening and 
the workers more appropriate in background to be able to 
relate mQr.e realistically to the1r charges...· MO.Bt impor­
.tantly, ·.·.programs.and regulations 'should b~ continuously
t· • 
checked tQr their value and reasonableness toward encourag­
ing growth. and devel~p111ent of healthy ~du1.ts. 
~~.-~""""-
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
,Our design is a descriptive analysis. The hypothesis 
was tested ,by survef research. 
Subjects 
The subJectB were drawn from Catholic ~ervices, Chil­
dren's Parm Home, Christie, Louise Home, St. Maryls Home for 
BOys, and V1lla St. Rose. All are res1dential treatment 
facil1ties wtthin' the state of Oregon. The ag~ncies were 
chosen for their appropriateness to our study and their 
interest' and willingness in cooperating'with the study. The 
agencies are concerned with the problem of runaways and are 
interested in information that ,might be produced from the " 
, . 
study. All we,re given information on how the study would 
be adm1nistered and a copy of the questionnaire. 
The runners were youth who were absent from the agency 
for a period of more than twelve hours without the permis­
sion of the staff during the month of October, '1974. The 
nonrunners were randomly chosen from youth who had not run 
during the month of October. The subjects lncl~Qed twenty-
five runners and: twenty-five nonrunners. The number of 
runners from an agency was matched with the same number of 
20 
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nonrunners ~rom each agency. The subjects ranged in age 
. from ele,ven to seventeen years. 
Instrument 
The instrument used was a two-p~rt questionnaire. 
" Part I w'as designed wit'h input from the staff and youth 
placed ~n,these agencies, plus the assumptions of the re­
searcher,s'. Of Part II, pages three, f9ur", seven and eight 
were designed by girls from Villa, St. Rose. Pages five and 
six of Part II were constructed by the researchers. The 
questions' a:sked on the first part of the questionnaire were 
either op'en ended, requiring a subjective ,answer, or closed 
,ended requiring a specific choice or specific answers. Part 
II of the questionnaire was composed of closed ended ques­
tions. Par,t I conta~ned eight addi tional ques.tions answered 
by runners o~ly regarding a de$cription of the current run. 
Some' minor revisions were made in the questionnaire 
following the pretest. A copy of the prete~t interview 
questionnaire is located in the Appen~ix, pages 86-88. A 
cop'y of the final questionnaire is included' i'n the Appendix, 
pages 89-93. 
Procedure 
The original design included nine resid~ntial agen­
cies; all but one were located in the Po~tland metropolitan 
area. These agencies were first contacted ~egarding their 
21 
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interes~ in participating in our research, and asked for in­
put into the questionnaire's design. Three of the agencies 
I 
declined to ',participate because their populations were not 
appropriate' for the research. 
Letters were sent to the six agencies requesting a 
record 'of their runners for the month of Oc~ober, 1974. The 
following month we contacted each agency for the numbers of 
runners and. a:ttempted to set up schedules with those 'runners 
and a like number of randomly selected nonrunners from each 
agency. 
The interviews were carried out by the, authors with 
the exception of those at the Children's Farm Home. It was 
the preference of the staff that one of their membe'rs ad;.. 
minister the' questionnaires. St. Mary1s Home for Boys chose 
not to have the second part of the questionnaire adminis­
tered'to their'boys. Other than those two exceptions, all 
of' the interviewIng was done by the authors. Each interview 
was conducted alpne with the interviewee; introductions were 
made, explana,tion of the purpose of the research was given' 
and confidentiality was assured. In Part I·the interviewer 
read the que~tions and wrote in the answers;, in Part II the 
participant read and filled in his own answers. The ques­
tioner remained on hand ~o clarify when needed. The time to 
administer both parts of the questionnaire was,approximately 
thirty minutes. Each interviewee was thanked and assured 
-=- -............. 
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.that tie/she would be able to see the final results of the 
research. 
Data Processing 
'The following statistics were used in comput1ng Part I 
of the questionnaire as reported in. presentation and inter­
pretation of data. 
The difference between tw·o sample proportions was com­
puted for 'various questions and then a z. score calculated. 
A chi-sqoa~e was computed on appropriate questions using an 
alternate formula as follows: 
2 
2 NflAD - Bel ~;~ 
=X (A + B)(C + ~)(A + C){B +.D) 
A t score was calculated for appropriate questions. 
Var10u.s questions were open ended, requiring subjective 
responses. ·This data was not dealt with statistically but 
was described in an interPretative manner. 
Data from Part II of the questionnaire was computed on 
the Honeywell computer, using a .BMD program for factor analy­
sis with ~ preliminary tra~sgeneration to r~place blank 
responses with the mean. Two factor analyses were run: the 
first with twenty-two variables from Part II~ pages I and'2 
of the questionnaire, and the second with thirteen variables 
from Part II, pages 7 and 8 of the questionnaire. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DESCRIPTION OF PARTICIPATING 

AGENC,IES 

The following are descriptions of the agen'cies in­
volved 1n t'he instant study. The descriptions include en­
v1ronment", population, referrals, treatment program, 
controls, policy toward runaways, average iength of stay, 
policy of Visitation and school. 
Car~oll House (Cathol1c Services) is located at 3725 
Southeast'80th Avenue, Portland, Oregon~ ~he building is a 
one story L-shaped structure with seven individual bedrooms' 
and a dormitory. A bedroom-s1tting room-Qath combination 
gives the houseparents private quarters. There is a large 
communal d1ning room, a recreation-libraryroom;.and a 
crafts room. A fence-enclosed patio provides a private rec­
reation ares. 
The ,agency is 11censed for ten girls between twelve 
and eighteen years of age. The girls are referred by the 
court through the Children's Services Division for runaway, 
,beyond parental control, truancy, sex delinquencies, drink­
ing, drugs, conflicts with family and other' antisocial be­
havior. The girls remain at Carroll House for seven to nine 
months. 
I~'-" 
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Twenty-four hour res1dential care 1s provided with 
schooling at Frank11n High School, or a program individually 
·planned'. It is expected that the students will be involved 
in work experiences. If special school heip is needed, it 
,is arranged and may involve completion of the General Educa­
tion program. While ut1l1z1ng commun1ty,recreational 
resources, the program also includes planned activities w1th­
in the center. 
Such community resources as p~ychiatrlc and psycho­
logical se'rvices as needed are paid for on an' individual 
basis. The agency also has, the services of' a consulting 
psychiatrist ~ho may consult w1th the caseworker and house­
parents or see the girls on an 1nd1vidual basis. 
Casework duties for 1ndiv1dual and group counseling is 
the responsibility of the Catholic Serv1ces agency case­
,worker. Intervention, in day by day l1ving ex'periences is 
used to create a therapeutic s1tuation. Th·e g1rls' families 
become part of the caseworker's focus. The girls are put on 
a level system when they enter, the program and 'receive priv­
ileges according to the level they achieve. "When a g1rl 
runs away, ~he will be brought back until Lt is determ1ned 
that"the program is not meeting the needs of· the child. 
Parents are 1nvited to visit during the first two weeks., A 
day home visft can be planned on A level, weekend visits can 
be planned three weeks apart on Band C levels, every other 
1­
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weekend on D level and every weekend on E level with pos­
sibly a week at home for a trial period before discharge. 
Children's Fa~m Home is located at' 4455 Northeast 
Highway 20, Corvallis, Oregon. Residences for boys and 
girls, a ~ondenominational chape'!, school' facili ties, ser­
vice buildings, and the administration building are built 
around an oval drive and cover ten acres. The farm opera­
tion includes a 'beef herd, horses and 4-H stock to meet the 
needs of children interested in an additional growth exper­
ience. 
FortY,-two boys and twelve girls live in four groups of 
ten to sixteen. Referrals are received from juvenile courts 
and Children's Services Divisions of each county. There are 
also private placements and referrals from 'other agencies 
such as Family Counseling, mental health clinics and school 
social service departments. The Farm Home responds to the 
needs of children·for a residential center treating behavior 
problems of boys and girls between the ages of twelve arid 
eighteen .who are unable to live in their own homes'because of 
family conflicts, emotional problems, or inability to'func­
tion in the.public schools. The average length of stay is 
thirty-two months for younger boys and e1ghteen to twenty­
four months ~qr older boys. 
Most students attend .the accred1ted junior or senior 
high school on the Farm Home grounds. The school program 
26 
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stresses development of basic learning skills and adjustment 
of attitudes ~oward school. A large 'faculty enables the 
school program to be geared to the achievement level of each 
st"udent. " ~"few students attend Corvallis schools. 
'!'he treatme~t program includes grou"p meetings regard­
ing peer ~elationships and management prO~lemB. Four case­
workers are "re"sponsib1e tor coordinating "efforts ot the 
staff.t fa'c,ulty, outside agencies and fam1'~les. , A psychol­
ogist meets one full day weekly, pr6vid~ng diagnostic 
serv1ces and consultation to staff. Some treatment and 
diagnostic, services are available ,through Benton County 
Mental'Health Clinic and the Corvallis school system. A 
psych1atrist adm1n1sters a program that provides psycho­
logically supportive drugs for those children' who need 
temporary a'ssl8~ance to get them over a, part1cularly trau­
matic period 1n their treatment. Basic ~o al~ treatment are 
the needs to create a secure, safe place fo~ all students to 
live, an env1,ronment that reinforces appropriate social be­
haVior, and an atmosphere in which to learn. 
There is no regular policy .for runaways. ,There are 
different policies for each of the four groups. The child's 
freedom might be lim1ted within the home, he/she might have 
to be under constant 8up"ervls1o~, or the ch1ld might have to 
sit on a chair in the living room for two or three hours. 
27 
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Work is not used as a punishment and the go~l is to have the 
children see work as a positive activity'. 
Christie School is located in Mary:lhur,at, Oregon. The 
campus covers about sixteen acres and is i~,a semirural en­
vironment. ·There are two cottages, each 'with a capacity 
for twenty girls ~nd another small unit for five girls. The 
agency is licensed for fifty girls, nine to eighteen years 
or age, and admits girls between the.ages of nine to thir­
teen and/or who academically have not complet·ed eighth 
grade. 
The majority of children are referred by Children's 
Services Divlsionj other referrals come from school social 
workers, mental health agencies and parents. It is designed 
to provide treatment for girls who are unable'to'live suc­
cessfully at home or in foster homes because·of emotional 
maladJustm~nt problems in interpersonal relationships, 
and/or maJor::social difficulties in school 'or in the com­
muni ty . If a gi:rl remains in the program beyond three to 
six months, 'the usual ,length of stay may vary'trom nine to 
eighteen months. 
The school program attempts to provide'~ach girl with 
an optimal learning situation based upon indivldual needs. 
Attention is', given to en~ourage successful approaches to 
, ' 
learnlng', study habits,. and rational thought processes 60 
that the girls may become increasingly independent 1n the 
school setting. 
~ 
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,Clinical services include cou)lseling with child and 
family by social work staff. Psyc):l't8tric., psychological 
and'm'edioal services are also availa'ble on an ongoIng basis 
appropriat,e to the needs of the chIld and the resources of 
the ,ag~'ncy.' The treatment approach involves the assignment 
of memoers of various disciplines to' -,b~{ responsible for 
planning and carrying out together the program, and treatment 
for a speclti,c child or specIfic group of ~irls.. The pro­
cess of ~he team approach involves a constant sha'ring and 
, . 
integration of contributions from the different disciplines. 
In treatment of runaways the general policy is to help 
preve'nt runs as much as possible by work~ng on establishing 
relationships with girls. When girls rl:ln, a contact is 
established with local police departments, parents are noti­
f1ed as well as the referral source. Tre,atment following 
return from,runs is indiv1dualized, and ~here is no'pre­
determined ~et of consequences applicable to all girls. 
Visits'wit.h parents are encouraged ,Whenever it appears 
these have positive meaning to the chl1d~, 'She can have 
weekly, biweekly, monthly, or no visits with family, depend­
ing upon the ,mu'tual planning with parental ftgures. 
Louise Home (Albertina Kerr) is located at 722 North­
east 162nd Avenue in Portland, Oregon. The Kathryn Carlson. 
Co~tage contal~s three, separate living unit's and houses 
I~-' 
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thirty-.five 'girls. The James Lakin Cottage serves fourteen 
girls. 
The' agency serves as a residential treatment facility 
for emotionally disturbed and delinquent g1~ls, ages twelve 
through s~venteen years. 
~he ,girls attend Wynn Watts School which is located on 
campus and, is an integral part of the treatment program. 
The school program offers courses to complete graduation 
requirements under both the previous and revised Oregon 
graduation standards. Classes are from ten to twelve stu­
dents and many are individualized with each person working 
at her own rate. 
The treatment program has been developed on the model 
of a therapeutic community utilizing. the concepts of reality 
therapy. The' program is arranged in such a way that it makes 
available for treatment purposes all relationships' and all 
activities in the life of the girls in resi~ence. The staff 
is able to adopt specific attitudes toward children and to 
shape their environment to cope with their particular prop­
1ems. 
Albertina Kerr uses a team approach composed of a 
social wo~ker'and six child care workers. An, attempt is 
made to evaluate the needs of each girl at t~~ ·time she is 
accepted for'placement and assign her to the treatment team 
that can best deal with her specific problems. The team has 
30 
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a choice of a variety of treatment modea, including: Indi­
vid~al psychotherapy, peer group therapy, single family or 
multiple'family group therapy. There are regular staff 
meetings, and team meetings which make it possible to adjust 
or'to reihforce treatment plans as they p~ogress. Other 
agency resources such as the consulting child psychiatrist, 
may be utilized to ass~t, to evaluate and ·to adjust to on­
going treatment procedures. 
There are no looked doors or environmental controls at 
Louise Home. Home visits can be made after the first month 
in residence. The family can make visits t'o the Home and 
others can visit with the staff's approval. 
Run~ways are taken back until it is determined that 
the program ts not meeting their needs. The,policy toward 
runaways is varied with each individual, according to their 
treatment plan. They may be welcomed with open arms or put 
on restriction. 
St. MarylS Home fo~ B018 is a residential facility 
located about twelve miles from the center, of metropolitan 
Portland. ,The home 1s bounded by a busy highway on the 
south and surrounded by 450 acres of undeve:}.oped land on the 
remal'ning th~ee sides. There are two living. cottages, 
classr'oom ~odules, an administration building and a gymna­
sium. There are no looked areas or fences for the purpose 
of keep1ng or ~eterr1ng the boys from leav1ng,' 
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The·school has an enrollment of forty-three boys. The 
offioial age range 1s from nine to seve,nteen years. How­
ever, the actual age is closer to ten to fourteen because it 
better fits the concept of the program. 'The cottages are 
divided by age; those under twelve years are placed together 
and those oyer twelve years are placed together. The length 
of stay is ~welve to fourteen months. 
The .,treatment modality u.sed is behavio:r;- modification 
with a token economy'. It is essent1ally based on a five 
phase target system, with target goals being initially set 
by the staff and progressing to persona11zed goals set by 
the boy, his advisors and peers. Data is being collected 
continuously throughout the day, computerized nightly so 
that every individual is aware of points accumulated toward 
his present, target. 
The only controls used are gain or loss of privilege; 
no punishment is meted out for infraction ot .rules. It a 
boy runs away, he may be reduced to an earlier phase or lose 
all accumulated points. Occasionally an out-ot-control boy 
is placed in the time-out room for a very brief period 
(e.g., minutes). The assaultive boy may be ·handled by re­
moval from the school. 
Most of the schooling takes place with1n the fac1l1ty. 
However, some of the youngest boys go to an adjacent 
.---:::::r- .'<, 
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elementary school and the oldest, if academically s~cce'8s­
ful, to the local jun10r high or high school. 
Villa St. Rose is located at 597 North Dekum Street in 
'. 
Portland', Oregon. Villa is a large old building set up on a 
dor'mitory living basis. There are three units housing fif­
teen to seventeen girls each. Fifty-one girls of high 
school age are 1·n residence. While the s~tting is basically 
open, there are some locked doors. The average length of 
stay is nine to twelve months. 
The girls are referred to Villa by the Children's Ser­
vices Dlvi~ion and most have had previous cont'act with other 
soc ial agencfe's. 
Thesch'ool program is accredited and" able to grant a 
high school diploma •. Most girls entering Villa are two to 
four grades behind'academioally. The classes are small and 
geared to the individual's needs. A ~uccessful experience 
in the·school setting is given high priority. 
Bas1cally the professional staff are soc1al workers 
who provide individual, family and group treatment based on 
the needs of e,ach girl admi tted. A psychologi.st provides 
testing and consultation as needed. Psychiatric consulta­
tion as needed is provided' by Delaney Mental Health Clinic. 
The basic treatment unit is a team approach (~ne for each 
living group'). Teams are composed of the social worker, 
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child car'e staff and two teachers who indlvidualize programs 
for each girl through continuous, evaluation and ,planning. 
Runaways are ~ccepted back into the program and are 
treated as new girls. They must re-earn,al~ privileges they 
may have_h~d. Runs are dealt with by the teams and living 
groups as unacceptable behavior. 
Families are required to come for a meet_ing prior to 
home vi·s1ts being granted. Home visIts and -family involve­
ment are encouraged. After an initial period of three to 
six montha, .girls may have two home visits a month. 
~ ..... 
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CHAPTER V 
PRESENTATION AND INTERPRETATION 
OF DATA 
One of, the main purposes of this study was to deter­
mine the amount and type of preplacement counseling and 
visita~lon.recelved by runners and nonrunners. Besides 
que~tions relating specifically to counseling' and visita­
tion, '8 number of questions considered -closely linked to 
preplacement'counseling and visitation were explored. Am.ong 
the'se tangential questions are month subjects were placed, 
amount of' choice subjects had in being placed~ what subjects 
had heard about placement, what sUbJe'cts' exp.ectations of 
pla'cemebt had been, and how near the actual experiences were 
to the subjects· expectations~ 
The month of placement is an important b1t of data in 
considering the basic hypotheSiS of th1s study. Part of the 
hypotheSiS being tested is that if adolescents ,are not given 
counseling that is directly concerned with their upcoming 
placement in an agency, they are more likely to run. A 
further assumption i8 that subjects are higher 'runaway risks 
immediately after placement if they do not receive adequate 
preplacement counseling and prevlsitation. ,S1,nee our run­
ners were subJ.ects who ran the month of October, the number 
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of subjects placed during this month were tabulat'ed and 
oompa~ed·. Three rU'nners and four nonrunners were placed in 
October.· There is not a significant difference between 
these two groups for the variable of month' of placement. 
Table l' indicates the number of subjects ·from each agency 
placed 1~ October, 1974. 
TABLE 1 
NUMBER OF SUBJECTS WHO RAN OCTOBER, 1974 

ACCORDING TO AGENCY 

Cath-
Chil­ olio 
St. dren's .Chari­
L.oulse Villa Christie Mary's Farm ties 
Runners' 2. 1 1 0 0 0 
Non-
r~nners 0 0 2 0 0 1 
The cholce perceived by respondents in being placed in 
res1dential 'care was also considered a '~actor in preplace­
ment preparat~on. It Is assumed that adequate preplacement 
counseling would provide the counselor with.some choice. of 
agency or would increase subject's perception' of having a 
choice in the decision-making process. 
Table ·2 indicates responses to the amount of choice 
subjects tett they had 1n being placed. 
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TABLE 2 
OHOICE IN PLACEMENT 
I " 
Number of Responses Per Category 
Very Very No 

None Little Some A Lot. Much Response 

Runners 9 6 5 o 3 2 
Non­
runners 15 6 o 3 1 o 
For stat1stical purposes, the data was combined in the fol­
lowing way': 
Very Very
None --:;. L1ttle Some .-". Much 
Runners 15 8 
Non­
runners 21 '4 
A ehi-.squ'are value of 1.363 was calculated w1th one degree 
of freedom and a total N of 48. This 1s below the crit1cal 
value of 3.84 and 1s not sign1f1cant at the .05 level of 
significance. Therefore, amount of cho1ce subjects felt 
---
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'they ha~ in being placed is not a significant difference be­
tween runners and nonrunners. 
Subjects were asked what they had heard about their 
placemen~ and what they expected it to be like. The re­
sponses to ~hese ope~ ended questions will be de~cribed 
in a general, interpretative way that is not statistically 
significant. Overall, nonrunners' expectatfons were much 
IOller .nd more nega t i ve than the runners I ~ ,'Nonrunners I re­
sponses were predominantly very negative; e.g., "leebian 
ptace," "fighting, n "people really mean, tr "prison, ,t or 
neutral; e.g., tlboarding school," nno boys," "OK place," 
If strict. ft. Runners" responses were generally extremely -posi­
tive; e.g.; "realiy good place," "horses and swimming pool," 
"pleasant place," "no work," "smoke any time," "a very good 
place for people like me." Several possible interpretations 
could be considered from these observations. Nonrunners 
appear to haye a more negative or realistic-picture of 'their 
upcom~ng plac~ment. This could mean they are better pre­
pared to deal with the realities of ins~itut10nal living, 
and in fact may find their placement.s much better than an­
ticipated. Runners appear to have extremely high "polly­
anna1sl1" expectations for their placements. _The inevitable 
disappointment inherent' in this. overly idealized view could 
help ,trigger feelings associated with runaway behavior. 
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Subjects were asked whether the placement was similar 
to what they expected. This da~a is displayed in Table 3. 
TABLE 3 
I':' SIMILARI~ OF PLACEMENT 
TO EXPECTATIONS 
Number of Responses Per Category 
I ... 
-/ Yes No No Response 
Runners 3 19 3 
.~ 
Non­
runners 7 14 '4 
A chi-square was computed and a score of 1.362 was obtained 
with one degree of freedom and a total N of 43. This is 
below the critical value of 3.84 and is not significant at 
the .05 level'of significance. H~nce no significant dif­
'" 
ference was noted between groups for the variable of whether 
subjects· expectations matched the reality of their exper­
1> iences in t~eir placements. 
( 
Table 4 displays the responses to the q.~estion of 
whether subjects believed a preplacement visit would have 
helped them adjust to their new placement. 
--
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TABLE 4 

PREPLACEMENT VISITATION 

Number of Responses Per Categ~ry 

1.~' 
Yes' No Nc;>,Response 
. 
~ Runners 14 5 6 
Non-
runners 13 6 6 
I.
, ~ 
O'f those tnat responded, 74 per cent of the" runners and 68 
per cent of the.nonrunners believed that a preplacement 
visit did help them adjust to their new pi~Gement or would 
have nelped them adjust if they had done so. Runner~ and 
nonrunners': responses are nearly identical, and no signifi­
cant differences are noted for the two groups. However, a 
" majority of the, subjects affirmed the usefulness of a pre­<' 
placement visit. 
Table 5 present~ findings for the variable of whether 
~ subjects received preplacement counseling. ,'El'ghty per cent 
of the nonr~nners and 61 per cent of the runners had re­
ceived counseling prior to placement. A difference between 
sample proportions was computed from this data and a z score 
of 1.461 was obtained. This is smaller than the critical 
-< 
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value of 1.96 and this result is not significant at the .05 
level of sign1f1cance. Preplacement counseling does not 
d1fferentiate'runners from nonrunners in this sample. 
TABLE 5 

PREPLACEMENT COUNSELING 

Number of Response~ Per Category· 

I 
-$ 4 
, Yes No No Response 
Runners 14 	 21~? 	 9 
Non­
runners 20 5 '0 
Summary. No s1gnificant differences were noted be­
~ween'runners and nonrunners for the hypothe~is, nor in 
. regard to questions seen as closely related •. Areas where 
~ 
r' differences were expected but not noted 1ncluded the amount 
of choice subjects had 1n being placed, month of placement, 
what subjects had heard-about the placement and expe9ted it 
~ 	 to be l1ke, how near the exper1ence fit subJects' expecta­
tions, the amount and type of preplacement counseling, and 
whether a preplacement vis1t had been made. The data does 
not support the expectat10n that any of these variables have 
an effect on runaway behavior. 
~ 
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In comb1ning the runners and nonrunners, it 1s in­
t~re8ting'to note 'that in the maJor1ty of ~ases the place­
ment was not like the expectations and the subjects be­
lieved a preplacement visit would have helped them ad'just to 
their new placement. The majority of runners and nonrunners 
c'ombined did re'ceive preplacement counseling; however, we 
d1d not ask them to specify whether the counse~ing was 
.,,~ 
associated w1th this present placement. 
A further purpose of th1s study was to explore input 
.. 
from various agencies regarding variables considered rele­
:: 
vant to running away. Many of the questions included in the 
questionnaire were not directly related to 'the main hypoth­
eSis, but had been suggested by va,rlous agencies as pos­
sibly differentiating a runner from a nonru'nner. The find­
ings for ~hese variables w111 be reported on a question-by­
question basis. 
L Demographically the runners were surprisingly sim1lar 
(' 
to the nonrunners. The mean age for e~ch group was sl1ghtly 
under fourteen. Christie was the only age~cy 1n wh1ch the 
runners d1ffered in age from the nonrunners. ' The Christie 
I' 
~ 
nonrunners were on the average one year younger. This can­
not be considered a signif1cant overall difference. Table 
6 represents this data. 
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TABLE 6 
MEAN AGE 	 IN YEARS ACCORDING 
TO AGENCY 
~ <:.. 
Agenc~ 	 Runner Nonrunner 
Louise 	 14.70 15.00 
'_0' 
. V1lla 14.00 14.00 
Christie 13.30 12.10 
St •. Mary' s 13.00 13.00 
I" 
i~ 
Children's Farm 14.40 14.80 
Catholic Charities 14.50 13.50 
Mean of Total 13.97 13.74 

Our samples were not. chosen to equaliz'e a male-female 
.ratio., Each category contained eighteen fema~e8 and seven 
l 
I~ males. Hence, there was no difference in our' s~mple for 
,this variable'. .The male-female breakdown for each agency 
is shown in Tab~e 7. (See page 43.) 
f , The racial makeup of the two groups was nearly iden­
tical.' The runner category contained twenty-three Whites 
and two Indians. The nonrunner category con~ained twenty­
four Whites and 'one Black. 
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TABLE 7 
MALES AND FEMALES IN SAMPLE 

ACCORDING TO AGENCY 

Number 1n Eaoh Category 

.,. 
Runners Nonrunners 
Agenoy Male Female Male Female 
Louise 0 6 0 7 
Villa 0 1 0 1 
Christie' 0 9 0 8 
4 
:.::
_' 
St. Mary's 2 0 2 0 
Children's Farm 5 0 5 0 
Catholic Charit1es 0 2 0 2 
Totals 7 18 7 18 
Sim1larly the heights and weights of ' the two groups 
t 
showed minimal differenoe. The mean weight for the runners 
was 123 pounds and for the nonrunnerB, 127 pounds. The 
('. 
mean height for the ,runners was sixty-four inohes and for 
r 
the nonrun~ers; sixty-five inches. Table 8 d1splays this 
information. ' 
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TABLE 8 
MEAN HEIGHTS 'AND WEIGHTS' 
ACCORDING TO AGENCY 
... 
~~- Height in Inches _ Weight in Pounds 
Agency Runners Nonrunners Runners Nonrunners 
Louise 
Villa 
Christie 
St. Mary's,I...~' 
Children's 
Farm 
Catholic 
Charities 
64.07 
66.00 
62.75 
,61.'50 
65.20' 
65.00 
Mean of 
Totals 64.99 
65.58 
67.00 
62.75 
63.50 
67.40 
63.75 
128.50 122.57 
140'.00 149.00 
102.81 119.63 
118'.50 113.50 
122.00 103.67 
127.50 152.50 
64.08 123;21 126.81 

Place of residence was considered as a 'factor 1n­
\' 
f1uencing runaways. Table 9 summarizes this,data. Data for 
Children's Farm Home is included in this table, but is not 
~ 
.{' included in determin1ng significance because this agency 1s 
located 'outside the Portland area. Excluding Childrenls 
'Farm Home, 65 per cent of the nonrunners and, 30 per cent of 
the runners lived inside ~he P~rtland metropolitan area. 
This data is presented in Table 9 according'to agency • 
.. 
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TABLE 9 
PLACE OF 	 RESIDENCE AC'CORDING 
TO AGENCY 
'. 
Number of Responses Per Category 
.......: 

Agency 
Nonrunners 
Portland Outside 
Runners 
Portland Outside 
'.'"
..;;. 
Louise 4 3 1 6 
Villa' 0 1 0 1 
t::-'+ 
Christie 
St. Mary's 
6 
1 
2 
1 
3 
1 
5 
1 
Children I s Farm 1 4 1 4 
Catholic Charities 2 0 1 1 
Totals 14 11 7 18 
"..;" 
Totals excluding
Children's .Farm 13.' 7 6 14 
The difference between two sample propor.tions was com­
~.' put€d and a z score of 3.134 was obtained. Since z was 
larger than 1.96, ,the probability that a result this unusual 
would happen by chance is less than .05. Hence, a signifi­
cant difference is noted for this variable 'and place of 
. . 
residence 1s a factor affect1ng runaway behavior. Subjects 
.!. 
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are more l1kely t~ run if they l1v,e outside the Portland 
metropol1tan area where their placement is. located. 
School ach1evement and attendance were studied. Table 
,''1 
10 summarizes the data for the BubJects'evaluation of their 
.... .
.:::! 
school achievement. 
. TABLE 10 
SCHOOL ACHIEVEMENT
'''!t 
Number of Responses Per Category· 
I; Very Very 
Poor Poor Average Good Good 
Runners o 4 12 6 1 

Nonrunners o 2 14 4 5 

For statistical purposes the data was group.ed, in the follow­
ing way: 
Poor --+ Average Good ~ Very Good 
' .~ 
Runners 12 . 7 
Nonrunners 16 
.9 
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( 
A chi-square 	value of .0104 was calculated with one degree 
( 	
of freedom \8nd a total N of 44., Th'1s 1s not significant at 
.05 level- qf significance. 
Table 11 ~ummarizes the data for subJ~ctsl reports of 
school attendance. 
TABLE 11 
..~ 
SCHOOL ATTENDANCE 
Number of Responses Per Category 
Drop- Skip Skip -Always No 
out Frequently Occas1onally -Attend Response 
Runner ,0 3 11 10 1 
Non-
runner 1" 1 	 10 13 0 
~e two groups are s1milar concerning this, v~r1able also. 
Therefore, tor this population there is no as'sociation be­
tween school achievement, school attendance .a'nd runaway 
behav1or. 
The marital status of each group's parents showed no 
s1gnit~cant var.iation. 'Fifty-six per cent of the runners' 
par~nts were divorced versus 64 per cent of the nonrunners' 
parents. Twenty-four per cent of the runners~ .parents were 
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~ 
married versus 20,per cent of the nonrunners' parents. 
Twelve per cent of the runners' parents s.eparated versus 
8 per c~'~t of the nonrunners I parents. ~our per cent of the 
parents were widowed in each category. Table 12 summarizes 
j' thls data. 
TABLE 12 
MARITAL STATUS OF PARENTS ~ 
, Number of 	Responses Per Category 
. ' Sep- Wid- . Never No 
'..c Married ~rated Divorced owed Married Response 
Runners 6 3 14 1 0 1 
Non-
runners 	 5 2 16 1 1 0 
The runners' parents had been divorced an average of 
t., 	
e1ght 'years while. the nonrunners' p'arents had been divorced 
an average of 6.4 years. A t test was ,calculated to de­
termine if this difference was significant'•. A t value of 
I· {.. 	
1.696 was obtained with thirteen degrees ot freedom. This 
'1.......-. 

is below the critical value of 2.16 that would be needed for 
> , 
sign1ficance at the .05 'level. Therefore, length of time 
parents have been divorced does not appear to,'be associated 
with runaway >·behavior. 
",.. 
I 
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Adopt1on was ·another variable studied. S1xteen per 
cent of .·t~e 'runners and 4 per cent of the nonrunners had 
been adopted. Table 13 summar1zes this data. 
TABLE 13 
ADOPTION 
Number of Responses Per Category 
Yes No No ,Response, 
Runners' 4 20 '1 

Nonrunners 1 24 o 

The difference between two sample proportions was calcu­
lated to determine 1f this variable measured a significant 
difference. A z score of .358 was obta1ne'd. Since z was 
smaller than 1.96, th1s indicates that adoption does not 
appear to be a sign1ficant difference, between runners and 
nonrunners 1n the current study. 
Table 14 summarizes the data concern1ng subjects' 
previous plaoements • 
. 

1r 
r 
...~ ..... . .. 
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TABLE 14 
MEAN NUMBER OF PLACEMENTS 
PER AGENCY 
Chil- Cath-
St. dren's olie 
Lou,iee Villa Christie Mary's Farm Charities 
~t-
Runners 	 1.57 2 1 .5, 1.4 1.5 
Non 
runner-s 2.14 1 .75 0 1.4 4 
t' 
The average 	number of previous placements for runners was 
1.33 and for nonrunners was 1.55. A t score of -.810 was 
calculated from this data. At ten degrees of freedom, 2.23 
J 	 1s the c~itical value indicating there is no significance 
between p~evious placements and runaway beha'vior at .05 level 
of significance. 
y 
Table 15 summarizes the data concern1ng total t1me out 
of the home subjects had spent in placements. (See page 
51. ) 
f 
Runne·rs spent an average of 26.39 weeks 1n other 
placement~ 	th~t '1ncluded Juvenile de,tentlon centers, foster 
homes, group ~omes, and homes of relatives. Nonrunners 
spen~ ,an average of 64.46 weeks 1n other placements. A t 
.. 
-...-.... 
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score ·of 1.97 was calculated. With ten degrees of freedom, 
2.23 is the critioal value. This data shows no significance 
between groups for the variable of time spent in other 
placements at the .05 level of significance. 
TABLE 15 
AVERAGE NUMBER OF WEEKS SPENT IN 

PLACEMENTS OTHER THAN ROME 

. Chil- Cath-
St. . dren's olic 
Louise Villa Christie Mary· s Farm Charities 
'f 
Runners 2~.28 3 . 42.28 8 50.80 32 
Non-
runners 61.57 12 18.88 0 21.30 273 
No significant difference between the two groups was 
noted from the question of who accompanied them when they 
were first placed 1n their respective agencies. Fifty-six 
per cent of the runners were accompanied by their case­
wo~kers versus 64 per cent of the nonrunners .. Twenty per 
cent of the runners and 24 pe~ cent of the nonrunners were 
accompanied by a caseworker and parents. Sixteen per cent 
of the runners were accompanied by parents only, versus 8 
per oent of the nonrunners. Table 16 pres~nts this data. 
'?' 
~ 
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TABLE 16 
WHO ACCOMPANIED SUBJECTS TO PLACEMENT 
Number of Responses Per Category 
Caseworker 
. Caseworker & Parents Parents Other 
Runners 14 5 4 2 
Non­
runners. 16 6 2 1 
A oh1-square was used to test the data regard1ng 
family's attitude toward placement. For statistical pur­
poses the data was grouped as shown in Table 17. 
TABLE 17 

FAMILY'S ATTITUDE TOWARD PLACEMENT 

Number of Responses Per Category 

Very Poor ~ OK Goo~'~ Very Good 
t 
Runners 14 7 
Non­
runners 13 10 
----., ~4. 
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A chi-square value ,of .145 was obtained with one' degree of 
freedom and a total N of 44. This is below the critical 
value of 3.84 and fa not significant at :the.05 level of 
significance. Therefore, in this study family attitude 
toward the placement is not associated with runaway behav­
'lor. 
-Table 18 summarizes the ~esponses of how subjects felt 
about, their placement. This data has been grouped for sta­
tistical purposes., 
TABLE 18 
. HOW SUBJECTS FELT ABOUT PLACEMENT', 
Number of Responses Per Category" 
Very Bad -? OK Good ~ Very Good 
Runners, 17 6 

Nonrunners 21 4 

A chi-square value of .254 was calculated w1th one degree 
of freedom and a total N of 48. This is below the critical 
value of 3.84 and is not sign1ficant at the !05 level of 
sign1ficance. SubJects' 'feellngs regarding their placement 
1s not a dlf~erentiating factor in this stUdy'., 
~ :::. 
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Table 19 summarizes the· data regardIng who subjects 
talked with first when .~rrlving at their·pl~cement. 
TABLE 19 

WHO SUBJECTS TALKED WITH FIRST 

Number of Responses Per Category 

Staff Staff & Kids K1ds No Response 
Runners 18 1 4 1 

Nonrunners 18 1 6 o 

These responses are nearly identical and no sIgnificant dif­
ference was elicited from this variable. 
Subjects were also questioned as to how welcome the 
person they'first spoke with made them feel. Table 20 sum­
mar1zes th1s data. 
TABLE 20 

HOW WELCOME SUBJECTS FELT 

Number of Responses Per Category 

Not. Very No 
At· All Little Some A.Lot Very Much Response 
Runners 1 1 10 7 4 2 

Nonrunnera 0 o 12 10 2 1 

~. ~ 
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Again, the. two groups are so similar that no significant 
difference is noted. 
The'existence of a buddy program (o~ big brother or 
big sis~e~ program) in the agencies was a variable ques­
tioned. The resul'ts are summarized in Table 21. 
TABLE 21 
EXISTENCE OF A BUDDY PROGRAM 
'Number of Responses Per CategorY 
Yes No No Re'sponse 
Runners 8 15 2· 

Nonrunners 9 10 6' 

A chi-square, value of .123 was computed from this data with 
one degree of freedom and a total N of 42. ·This is below 
the criticai value of 3.84 and is not significant at the .05 
level of significance. Hence, a buddy aye.tem is not a sig­
nificant differentiating factor between the two groups. 
Table 22 summarizes the data of how ~ften .caseworkers 
have visited subjects since their placement. 
': 
~ _ s.. 
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TABLE 22 

HOW OFTEN CASEWORKERS HAVE 

VISITED SUBJECTS 

Number of Responses Per Category 

Not Very NoAt All Rarely Some Often Often Response 
Runners 1 10, 10 2 o 2 
Non­
runners 7 5 6 3 2 2 
Combining categories for statistical purposes, the following 
results were 'obtained: 
Not At All ~ Rarely Some ~ Very Often 
Runne'rs' 11 12 

Nonrunners 12 11 

These categori~s are too similar to contain ,a significant 
difference. Hence, the groups are not significantly dif­
ferent on the variable of how often their caseworkers have 
visited them. 
Table 23, summarizes the data of how ofte~ subjects 
would have liked their caseworkers to visit; 
~ s. 
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TABLE 23 

HOW OFTEN SUBJECTS WOULD LIKE 

CASEWORKERS TO VISIT 

Number of Responses Per Ca~egory 

Not Very No 
At All Rarely Some Often,' Often Response 
Runners 3 4 6 9 1 2 
Non­
runners 3 8 4 -8 1 1 
Comb1n1ng categor1es, the follow1ng results were obtained: 
Not At All ~ Rarely Some ~ Very Often 
Runners 7 15 

Nonrunners 11 12 

A chi-square .value of .049 was computed from th1s data with 
one degree of freedom and a total N of 45~ This is below 
the critical value of 3.84 and is not s1gnificant at the .05 
level of significance .• Therefore, the nu~ber of caseworker 
visits des1red is not a significant difference between the 
runners and nonrunners. 
~ 
.~ ~ 
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Subjects were questioned as to whether they had run 
from their own homes.. Table 24 summariz'ed this data. 
TABLE 24 

SUBJECTS RUNS FROM THEIR HOMES 

Number of Respon~es Per Categ~ry 

Yes No No .Response 
Runners 16 7 2 

Nonrunriers 13 11 1 

From this data, a chi-square value of .617 'wae calculated 
with one degree of f~eedom and a total N of ,47. This is 
below the critical value of 3.84 and is not significant at 
the .05 level of significanoe. Runs from ,subJeots' own
. . 
homes is not a significant differentiating factor between 
the two srQups. 
Similarly, no significant difference was noted for the 
two groups on the variable of whether other members of the 
subJects' families had run. Table 25 summarizes this 
data . 
..~ D~ 
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TABLE 25 

OTHER FAMILY MEMBER RlmAWAYS 

Number of Responses Per Category 

" Yes No Np Response 

Runners 10 12 3 

Nonrunners 10 15 o 

Summary 
Many variables were considered as possible differ­
ences between runners and nonrunners. Demographic data, 
school achievement ~nd attendance, marital, status of par­
ents, time spent in other placements, subjects and subJects' 
families' attitude toward the placement, ~ho subjects talked 
with first, the existence of a buddy program, adoption, 
caseworker visits', runs from own homes and runs by other 
family members, were variables studied. Of these, only 
place ot residence elicited a significant,difference between 
the two groups. Subjects are more likely to'run if they re­
side outside 'the Portland me~ropolitan area.',These results 
do not app~y to Children's Farm Home which is outside the 
geographical area and was not considered in this question. 
In order to compile a profile of a typical run, run­
ners were asked a variety of open ended ques~lons. (See 
~ a 
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Questionnaire in Appendix B, Part I, page 5, questions 31 
through 38.} This data is not statistically sign1ficant 
but does present a description of the most commonly de­
scribed events, feelings and behaviors that were associated 
with running away. 
, Runners in t~is sample typically left their agency in 
the late afternoon or evening (w1th the exoeption of one 
subject who. always ran in the morning because the n1ght time 
was too s'cary). The common mode of traneportation is walk­
ing to the nearest place to be picked up as a hitchhiker. 
Although a few subjects ran due to boredom, the major­
ity were invQlved in a hassle with a staff person, wanted 
to support a, friend, were uptight with a fami'ly member, 
were anticipating detention, or were anxious, regarding an 
upcoming home visit. 
'Most subjects reported being angry and ~pset at the 
time they ran. There were some reports of f~eling sadness,· 
shame, and fear. Although a few subjects stated they felt 
glad and happy to be getting away, hurt and anger were the 
prevailing moods. 
Almost overwhelmingly, these runs wer~ not planned but 
were impulsive decisions. Only four runners had planned 
their actions in advance and, of these, one had been planned 
only a half-hour before. 
~ 
... 
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Subjects typically, ran with a friend or two from their 
placement. Those who ran alone almost always ran to their 
homes or the home of a friend. Most sUbJec'ts ran to a 
friend's home, or often to the home of a'friend's friend. 
A,few ran to their own homes. Only two respondents went to 
places where they didn't have an acquaintan~e--one to a 
motel and ~nother to a boat on which to sleep. 
Part II, pages 1-4, of the questionnaire were made up 
of quest'ions presented by residents of Villa St. Rose. Run­
ners and nonrunners were asked how important they considered 
each of twnety-two variables to be in running away. A factor 
analysis was calculated for this data, combining both sam­
ples. Runners, and nonrunners were combined due to the small 
sample. A transgeneration was first perfo~me~, inserting 
means in cat'egories where no response had been ,given. The 
total N was ,fifty and the number of variables twenty-two. 
Eight factors were obtained from this procedure. The eight 
factors will be described separately with the most, highly 
correlated variables described. 
In most cases a cutoff value of .50 was ~tilized in 
including variables i~ the factor. Some items with a co~­
relation close to' this value were included. This part of 
the questionnaire was headed by the question, "In your opin­
ion, how much importance does this have in runnIng away?" 
'§.. -~.;"'"'­ iii 
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The tw~nty-two variables followed and su'bJects were asked 
to check one of five possible answers--not,at all, very 
little, s~me, a lot, or very much. 
Factor 1 was named Conflictual Relationships With 
Staff. The 'variables and their correlation coefficient are 
listed below: 
Correlation 
Statement Coefficient 
Sta£f'not taking enough time with kids. .798 
Staff not trusting kids. '.801 
Staff not being honest wi th kids. .578 
Not getting help with problems. .705 
Feeling depressed. .483 
This factor may relate -to Konopka's criticisms of workers in 
institutions. See Review of the Literature, Chapter II, 
page 14, for a more complete description of Konopka's ideas., 
She sees workers as coming from sheltered backgrounds with 
unrealistic idealism and as becoming disillusioned and. 
hardened when dealing with the realities of institution 
work. When'workers are unprepared for the 'hostility and 
resistance r~sidents bring, they retaliate with discourage­
ment and power trips. This in turn increases' anger, frus­
tration and t~e urge to flee. Factor 1 includes a 
dissatisfaction with the amount of attention and type of 
treatmept subjects perceive they are receiv~ng, as well as 
the quality of relationships subJe~ts perceiyeas being 
offered. 
~,~ 
a 
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Factor 2 was named Impulse Control.. These vari~bles 
and their correlation coefficients are.l~sted below: 
Correlation 
Statement Coefficient 
When I am tempted t~ get loaded 
. on drug-s. .637 
When I feel a need to have sex. .594 
When I. fe.l depressed. .509 
When I think. Illl get to go home. .802 
When I have hassles with parents
during home visits. .498 
This factor relates to Leventhalls idea of inner control 
that runners often lack (See Chapter II, Revlew of the 
Literature, page 10). This factor appears' to define running 
away as a ,discharge type of behavior--an attempt to deal 
with unco~fortable feelings and conflicts. Lack of .control 
over impulses was a dominant theme pursued during group 
therapy for runners 'In the Leventhal stUdy. 
Factor 3 was named Environmental Stress and was made 
up of the following variables: 
, Correlation 
Statement Co.efficient 
When I have an upsetting coun~el­
.,., ing sess1on • .803 
When the"living group 1s uptight
and not car1ng. .654 
When I am tired of being told what 
to do. .456 
Each of the variables describe stress in the living situa­
~ tion and conflicted relationships within the living group. 
--~ 
~ ~. 
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This 1s another commonly described factor in the lite~ature 
related to runaways. Noncommunication'which frustrates 
basic needs of affection and acceptance, a~d conflict lor 
confrontation in the living group, often' leads to a f.light 
reaction. " 
"Good" Parent Role Model was the name assigned to 
Factor 4 which was made up of the following variables: 
Correlation 
Statement Coefficient 
When I don-'t have close relat1on­
ships with staff members. .633 
When trie staf'f doesn't set limits 
for me. .895 
When the staff is not honest with 
me. ' 620 
The variables in thl,s factor are interpreted, as longing for 
an idealized parent flgure--who is willing to be close, who 
sets limits (surely acceptable, fair limlts)~ and who will 
be involved in an open, honest relationship ,with the youth. 
Affection and acoeptanoe were key areas of conflict that led 
up to runaway 'behavior in the Blood and DIAngelo study (see 
Review of the Literature, Chapter II, page 11). 
Factor 5 was,named Isolation and,is made up of the 
~.?! 
following variables: 
~ ..:;-'
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Correlation 
Statement Coefficient 
,When I lose contact with the staff. .849 
When I am uptight or scared. .521 
When someone gets too close to my " 
problems.' \ .732 
These qu~stion8 have ln common a feellng' of lsolatl~n and 
vulnerabIlity. '!'he subjects ln this sample conslder these 
stressful fe,elloge as a preCipitator of runaway behav1or. 
Blood and D'Angelo developed a hierarchy of adolescents' 
needs. One'ls a need for total acceptance--to be under­
stood, to communioate wlth other people, and to express 
lnner thoughts and feelings without loss of status. Thls 
factor appears,'to reflect similar ideas to Blood and 
D'Angelo. 
Jactor 6 was named Dlsturbed Peer Relations. The var­
lables are llsted below: 
Co:rrelation 
Statement Coefflclent 
When I have hassles'w1th other kids. .734 
When I lose contact-,wlth friends. .809 
Both these varlables lndlcate that problems and isolation 
from the peer group are considered an influence in runaway 
behavior. Th~ llterature and findlngs in other parts of 
this study indicate conflict with family, staff, or other 
~ -r. 
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authority figures are a factor in runn~ng away_ These find­
ings indicate disturbed peer relationships as another factor. 
Authoritl was the name given to Factor 7 which 1s made 
up of the fOllowing variables: 
Correlation 
Statement Coefficient 
When the staff looks for problems . 
that really don't exist. .604 
When I am having problems at 
school. .852 
This information coincides with much of the literature as 
well as other findings in this st'Udy. Pressure and conflict 
with authority figures is a commonly reported preCipitation 
of runaway behavior. 
Factor 8 was titled Helplessne~s. It consists of the 
following factors: 
Correlation 
Statement Coefficient 
When I am tired of being told what 
to do. .695 
When I feel locked In. .839 
Thi;s information is again relat~d to Levent'hai' s f.1ndings In 
which helplessness and a feeling of lack of control over ex­
ternal circ~mstance8 is a prelude to running away. 
Part II, page ~ of the questionnaire consisted of a 
number of possibilities of when youths are mo~t likely to 
~ !S' 
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run and 'where they are most likely to ~n to. Subjects were 
asked to choose from a r~nge of respons'es f.rom "disagree 
strongly" ,to "agree very much. n These responses were rated 
from one to five and a mean score was calculated for each 
question,and for each group. Table 26 displays this infor­
'mation. ,(See page 68.) 
Seve·ral general observations can be gleaned from this 
data. Both runners and nonrunners have a'high degree of 
agreement that youths are most likely to r~n during the sum­
mer. Both groups disagree somewhat that j.ust before release 
time is a likely time to run. Running to a friend's house 
received strong agreement for each group. This ,agrees with 
findings from the open ended questions that runners were 
asked regarding their runaway behavior. This information 
also indic~ted that youths are most likely to run to a 
friend's house. 
Runners generally scored from one-half to one point 
lower than nonrunners. One possible interpr~t~tlon for this 
1s that runners have stronger opinions' regarding the details 
of runaway behayior • 
Part II, pages 7 and 8 of the questionnalre were made 
up of tbirteenstatements that subjects were asked to agree 
with from a range of not at all to very much. A factor analy­
sis was calc~lated with this data. Runners and nonrunners were 
combined for statistical purposes. A transgeneratlon was 
~~ ~ 
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TABLE 26 
MEAN 'RESPONSES OF QUESTIONS AS TO WHEN 
ARE MOST LIKELY 'TO RUN AND WliER,E 
ARE MOST LIKELY TO RUN.' TO , 
SUBJECTS 
THEY 
Kids are most likely Non-
to run. during: Runners Runners 
Spring 
Summer 
Winter 
Fall 
Breaks 
(a) morning, (b) lunch" 
Group O~tlngB 
Home visits 
Dur1ng outside employment 
Just before release time 
At holiday. time 
(c) evening 
2.'3 
.4.1 
2.8 ' 
'2 ~6 
3~3 
2.9 
2.4 
2.0' 
1'.8 
2;.4 
3.3 
4.2 
2.8 
3.1 
3.2 
3.2 
3.3 
2.8 
2.0 
3.2 
Kids run to :,~ 
l... 
Home 
Seattle 
California 
Parks 
Communes 
Friends 
3.1 
1.9 
2.3 
2.1 
1.9 
4.5 
3.2 
2.8 
2.8 
3.1 
3.1 
4.8 
'''-",-;--~, .~ ~ . 
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first pe'rformed, inserting means where no response had been 
given. The total N was fifty and the number of variables 
was thirteen. Five factors were obtained.from this proce­
dure. These factors will be described separately with the 
variables most highly correlated described. In most cases 
the cutoff value was .50 for including vari,ables in the fac­, 
tor. Some items with a slightly smaller correlation were 
included. 
Factor 1 was named Support Group and included the fol­
lowing varia'bles: 
Correlation 
Statement Coefficient 
I like gett1ng to know the 
adults here. .815 
It helps to talk about my feel­
ings in group. .775 
The group outings we have are 
fun. .671 
It l s'he1pfu1 to have someone 
around to talk w1th. .825 
These variables indicate acceptance of values and behaviors 
that are commonly considered part of any effective reslden­
tia1 treatment program. An amenability to treatment and 
ability to form c10~e, meaningful relationships are also in­
r dicated by these statements.:J 
Factor 2 was named Family Dissension, with the follow­
ing variables being highly correlated: 
'-=-~ A:""' ,,~ ...~
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Correlation 
g'tatement , 'Coefficient 
We had lots o£ fights at my house. 
MW, mother hit me a lot. 
I often wanted to run away. 
.536 
.898 
'.547 
This f~c'tor relates to findings from other studies that 
family confllct, and p~rticularly physical,abuse, is higher 
among runaways. Runn1~g away can be an avqidance of an in­
tolerable home situation. Shellow indicated that family 
conflict has a direct bearing on runaway behavior. 
Pactor·3 was named Family Feel~ng Dysfunction. The 
following variables were included: 
Correlation 
Statement Coefficient 
MY father loved me. 
-.753 
I had fun with my brothers and 
, sisters • 
-.812 
. I lik,e doing things on schedule. 
-.654 
This factor relates to Factor 2 and findings'in the litera­
ture. Runaways come from homes with a high amount of con­
flict. Further, some researchers believe the nature of this 
conflict to be major conflict over minor iss~es. This per­
mits the displacement of intense anger to a~eas where it may
-
't;.' be handled wlth less risk of totally disrupting fragile fam­
ily relationships (Blood and DIAngelo). Hence the factors 
relating to lack of parental love and lack of positive ex­
>-:::, ~ 
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perienC8S with sib11ngs indicate ser10us dysfunction in the 
fam11y and this may be handled by conflict. 
Parental Acceptance was the name given Factor 4. 
Correlation 
Statement Coefficient 
I considered my parents strict. -.720 
Ml parents were very understand­
ing of me. .807 
r otte~ wanted to run away. -.413 
In this sample, subjects considered parental understanding 
as being nearly oppos1te to parental strictness. Subjects 
who describe their parents as understanding, do not consider 
them to be, s,trict and did not often want to run away. This 
again relates to findings in the literature which indicate 
parental acceptance to be a major need of adolescents. 
Factor 5 was named Parental Protection, and "Ther,e was 
usually someone there when I came home," was the only state­
ment highly correlated for th.1s factor with a value of .884. 
j
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
Our' goal was to obtain reliable data as to whether 
preplacement counseling and visitation made ,a, significant 
differenc~ in runaway behavior of youth in residential 
facilities. The results of the questions relating to the hy­
pothesis showed no statist1cally significant difference be­
tween ruriners and nonrunners. Other questi.on~ were not 
directly related to the hypothesis, but had been suggested 
by various agencies as possibly differentiating a runner 
from a nonrunner. Of these, the only signifioant variable 
was place of residence. SubJec.ts were more likely to run if 
their res~dence was outside the Portland metropolitan area. 
A profile, of the typical run was co~piled from ques­
tions asked of the runner. This 1s not statist1cally sig­
nificant data, but it does describe the mo~t common events" 
feel1ngs and ,behavio~ that were associated ~ith running 
away. 
A total of thirteen factors were obtained from two 
separate faotor analyses. Runners and nonrunners were com­
bined to form one sample.' The following factors with their 
variables were obtained from the first factor analysis. 
\~ 
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Factor 1. Confllctual Relationship's wl th Staff 
Staff not taklng enough time wlth klds. 

Staff not trust1ng klds,. , 

Staff not belng honest w1tn kids. 

Not gettlng help wlth problems.

Feeling depressed. 

Factor 2. Im~ulse Control 
When I am tempted to get loaded on drugs.

When I feel a need to have 'sex. 

When I feel depressed.

When I th1nk 1111 get to gO'home.

When I have hassles wlth parents durlng

home vlslts. 
Factor, 3. Envlronmental Stress 
When I have an upsettlng counse11ng ses­
slon. ' 
When the llv1ng group ls uptight and not 
carlng. 
When I am tired of belng told what to do. 
Factor 4. "Good" Parent Role Model 
When I don't have close relationsh1ps wlth 
stafr members. 
When the staff doesn't set llm1ts for me. 
When the stafr ls not honest wlth me. 
Factor 5. Isolatlon 
When I lose contact wlth the staff. 

When I am upt1ght or scared. 

When someone gets too close to my problem,s. 

Factor 6". D1sturbed Peer Relatlons 
When I have hassles wlth other kids. 
When I lose contact with friends. 
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Factor 7. AU'tho~ity 
When the staff looks for problems that 
really donlt exist. 
When I am having problems' at school. 
Factor 8. Helplessness 
When I am tired of being' told what to do. 
When I feel locked, in. 
The factors obtained from the second 'factor analysis 
are as follows: 
Factor 1. Support Group 
I like getting to know the adults here. 
It helps to talk about my feelings in 
group. 
The group outings we have are fun. 
It's helpful to have someone around to 
talk with. 
Factor 2. Famll1 Dissension 
We had lots of fights at my house. 
MY mother hit me a lot. 
I often wanted to run away. 
Factor 3. Famill Feeling Dysfunction 
MY father didn't love me. 
I didn't have fun with my brothers and 
sisters. 
I donlt ,like doing things on schedule.' 
Factor ~. Parental Acceptance 
I didn't consider my parents etrict. 

MY parents were very understanding of me. 

I didn't often want to run away. 
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Factor 5. Parental Protection 
There was usually someone, there when I 
came home. 
Subj~cts were questioned as to when youths are most 
llkely t~ ·run and where· they are moat likely to run to. 
Runners and nonrunners had a high degree of agreement that 
yo~ths are most likely to run during the summer and to run 
to the home of a friend. Both groups disagree that just 
before release 1s a likely time to run. 
Summa~ of Methodology
. . 
The research design proved to be appropriate for the 
kind of data that we sought to collect and analyze. Both 
subjective and obJect1ve data were collected -by using a two­
part 1nstru~ent. Part I was administered as. an interview by 
the research team and Part II was answered d~rectly by the 
subject. 
The instruments were for the most ,part very adeqoate 
for eliciting open responses. However, in Part I the word­
ing in· several questions was not specifl'c enough to get at 
the definitive information that we needed. Part II was most 
successful 1n delineating the needs and feelings' of the 
respondents. 
Of the subjects, the runner group was' judged to be 
fairly representat1ve. However, the matching group of 
I' 
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nonrunners was too similar in characteri~tlcs and experience 
to make the'results significant. We believe that this was 

the case because of the fact that the nonrunner sample, 

" though not running in October, 1974, ha~ indeed had a his­
tory of running away. 
Our procedures were satisfactory in accomplishing the 
tasks. ,The only difficulty encountered was that of schedul,­
ing interviews that were convenient for all'persons in­
volved. The interviewees were, with few exceptions, 
affable, interested and cooperative. 
Implications' and Recommendations 
In the opinion of the authors, this research study 
might have proven more significant if the data had been col­
lected from a selected control group that had been specifi­
cally involved in preplacement counseling, previsitation and 
participation in planning for their own tre~tment plan. 
(Our questio~' No. 28 did not clearly define whether the pre­
'placement counseling was related to this present placement.) 
For future research we would sugge'st that a model program be 
implemented within one of these agencies. Within such a 
program we would recommend that the young person have some 
input into"their own treatment plan, as well as.counseling 
and visitation, well before placement . 
.:-I 
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~ , Our results ind1cated that a maJori~y of those ques­
tioned ,felt that they wanted to be involved in their own 
placement, by visiting and planning. This need not to feel 
helpless is substantiated throughout the literature. Eval­
uations of this plan could more accurately be made if such 
a group co~ld be treated within an agency" while the control 
remained untreated in the same agency. This would take care 
, ' 
of the variables between agenc1es. 
Some different1al factors that emerged suggest a need 
for more complete evaluation of individual, agencies in view 
of their different programs and populati0':ls.· For example, 
a variable which might be of interest for .further research 
1s that associated with the kind of schooling provided. 
Since school problems, failing and truancy, ar'e thought to 
be factors preceding runs, these ,situations are minimized 
in facilities that have schools in residence. This factor 
could be separately associated (see Table '5~ page 40, and 
Table 6, page,42). 
Another factor found to be important by the youths 
questioned was ,the location of the placement as related to 
their homes. The need to maintain contact with friends was 
noted as being important. youth who we're placed some dis­
tance from their homes and friends ran more frequently. 
It has been suggested to us by one of the participat­
lng agencies that our instruments would be very useful as 
I 
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, 
j projective ,tools in interviewing their own residents. They 
'felt that our questionnaire elicited valuable responses that 
they would otherwise not have gotten. Following this impli­
cation, it would seem fruitful to use such data in making , 
individualized treatment plans for their residents, as well 
as being ,~b~e to avoid if possible those anxiety producing 
stress situations that cause th\~ young person to run. 
~ 
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APPENDIX A 
1 
Pretest Interv1ew Questl'onna1re 
1. 
4. 
7. 
8. 
3. Race, __2. Sex 
--­
Age __ 
Height,
-­
5. We1ght __ 6. Hometown 
School A:ch1evement 
Average ___ Poor 
School Attendance 
Skip Drop­
freq._ out 
V. good Good 
V. poor 
Always 
Almost 
always 
-­
Sk1p
Occas. 
9. 	 Marital status of parents Married Separated* 

Divorced* Widowed* NeverUiirrled 

Don't know­
*Give number-Qf years ago. 

10. 	 Were you adopted? ___ 
11. 	 Number of s1b11ngs and order 
12. 	 Where were your previous placements? (May be more than 
one) Own family Group home . F'osterhome 
JDH Other ---	 --­
13. 	 Length of time in each 
14. 	'What'month did you come to this placement? 
15. 	 Who came with you when you were placed?, . 
16. 	 What 1s your family's attitude toward your.belng here? 
V. good Good O.K. Poor 
V. po<;>r = 
17. 	 How do-you feel about your placement here? V. good
Good O.K. Bad V. bad, ­
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18. 	 How much do you think that you were', involved in choos­
ing this placement? V. much ·A lot Some 
V. little Not at all 
19., 	 What had you heard about this placement and what did 
you expect it to be like? 
20. 	 Was it· like you had expected? 
21. 	 Who did you first meet? Staff, kids, who? 
22. 	 Did they make you feel welcome? 
23. 	 Did you make a pre-placement visit? 
24. 	 How often ha's the caseworker visited you since your 
placement? V. often Often Sometimes 
Rarely ~ Not at alr--___ 
25.' 	 Had you received counseling before this placement?
Probes: Kind, how long, by whom? 
For runners: 
26. 	 Did you ever run away from you r own home? 
27. 	 What was the month, day and hour that you last ran? 
28. 	 Had anything special occurred to cause you to run at 
that time? Explain. 
29. 	 What were your feelings at that time? 
Probes: Angry, sad, trapped, lonely, other? 
88 
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30. Were.there any consequences for prior runs? Describe. 
31. Had you planned this run for some time? 
32. Did .you· run without planning? 
33. Did you run alone? If others, whom? 
34. Where did you go?
Probes: Home; boyfriends, girlfriends, other? 
----------------------
APPENDIX B 

PART I 

1 
Final Questionnaire for Runners 
And Nonrunners 

Sponsoring Agency

Date . 
Interviewer 
1. Age 2. Sex 1. 2. 
3. Race 4.. Height 3. 4. 
5. We1ght i? Hometown 5. 6. 
7. School achievement 
8. School attendance 
9. Marital status of 
parent~ 
7. 
Very Poor· Ave. Good Very 
Eoor good 
8. 
Drop- Skip . Skip Always 
out freg.•. occas. 
9. 
Married S~paratea:~ 	 Di­
vorced* 
Wldow-ed 	 Never Don't 
Married know 
*Number of years ago. 
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10. 	 Were you adopted? ·10. 
Yes No. 
11. 	 Numb~r of siblings 11. 
and order 
(circle interviewee) 
12. Where were your
previou s place­
ments .and order? 
(Ma~ be .more than 
one 
12. 
Own Group 
fal1lJ~y home 
JDH Other 
Foster 
13. Length of time 
each 
in 13. 
Own Group 
fami1I home 
JD-H-Other' 
Foster 
14. 
15. 
16. 
What month did you 
come to t,hfs 
placement? 
Who .came with you
when you were 
placed? 
What 1s your fam­
1ly I S a t.ti tude 
toward your being
here? . 
14. 
15. 
16. 
Very 
Eoor 
Poor O.K. Good- Very 
Good 
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17 •. How do you feel 
about your
placement here? 
17. 
Very 
bad 
Bad O.K. Good Very 
Good 
18. How much choice do 
you think you had 
1n being placed 
here? 
19. What had you heard 
about t~is place­
ment? 
18. 
19. 
None 
A lot 
Very 
little 
Very 
much" 
Some 
20. What" did you ex­
pect lt to be 
like? " 
20. 
21. Was it like you had 
expected? 
21. 
22. Who do you remember 
talking to first? 
Staff, klds, who? 
23. " How welcome did 
they make you 
feel? 
22. 
23. 
Not 
all 
at Very 
little 
Some 
24. Is there a buddy 
system (b"ig sls­
ter or brother) 
in this agency? 
24. 
A lot Very 
much 
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25. 	 D1d you make a 25. 
pre-placement 
v1s1t? 
A•.' Do you th1nk A. 

th1s would have 

helped? 

26. 	 How often has your 26. 
caseworker v1s1ted Not at ~relY· - Some­
you .since your all 't1mes 
placement? 
Often Very 
Oft~n 
27. 	 How often would 27. 
you have l1ked the Not at Rarely Some-
caseworker to all times 
vis1t you? 
. Often 	 Very
Often 
28. 	 Had you rece1ved 28. 
counseling before 
this placement?
Probes: kind, how 
long, by whom? 
29. 	 Did you ever run 29. 
away from your own 
home? 
A. When d1d you A. 

first ru.n? 

B. What happened at B. 

that time? 

30. 	 Have any members of 30. 
your fam.ily run? Yes No 
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Fo~ runners: For runners: 
31. 	 What '. was the month, day, 31. 
an~ hour that you last 
ran? 	. 
32. 	 How' did you leave? Probe: 32. 
33. 	 Had anything special
o,ccurred to cause you to 

run at that time? Expiain. 33. 

34. 	 What were your feelings at 34. 
that time? 

Probes: angry, sad, 

trapped, lonely, etc. 

35. 	 Were there any consequences 35. 
·for prior runs? Describe. 
36. 	 Had you planned this run? 36. 
37~ 	 Did you run alone? If 
others, with whom? 37. 
38. 	 Where did you go? 38. 
Probes: home, boyfriend, 
girlfriend, other? 
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For Runner: 
In your opinion
How much importance does 
have in ,running away? 
this Not at 
all 
Very
little Some A lot 
Very
much 
When I have an upsetting counseling

session. 

When I have hassles with parents-dur­

ing home visits. 

Wheri-I-nave hassles with-otner~ids~-
When -the-lIvIng group is uptIght-ana 

not caring.Wllen I-lose-contact- wItl1frierias-.- ------------- ---. 
- When I lose contact with staff. 
When the staff looks for problems that 
really don't exist 
When I am having problems at sehool. 
When I Ciontt have close relationsnips -----­
with staff members. 
-- Whintne staft: ooesn 't take enough­
time with me. ' 
When the stafr doesnTt-truBtme. -~ - - - ---- --- - ­
When the staff doesn't set limits for 

me. 

When the staff 1s not honest with me. 

When I am uptight or scared. 

When someone gets too close to my

problems. 

\.0 
+=­
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For Runner (Continued): 
In your opin1on 
How ~uch 1mportance does th1s 
have in running away? 
Not 
all 
at Very 
little Some A lot 
Very 
much 
When I am tempted to get loaded on 
drugs. _ _ _____
When I feel. a neea· to .have--sex-:- -­
WtlE:~n-1:-I'eer depressed:­
When I'm not getting help with 
problems. 
When I feel loc-ked in. 
When I am tired of being tola-what---~ 
to do. 
When r think I t11-get to go home. 
\0 
\Jl 
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For Nonrunner: 
In your opinion . 
How much importance would this 
have in running away? 
Not at 
all 
Very
little Some A lot 
Very
much 
An upsetting counseling session. 

Hassles with parents during home visits. 

Hassles with other-Kias. 

II' tne living group is uptight and not 

carin~. 
Loss of contact with friends (outside}. 

Loss of contact with staff. 

When the staff is looking for problems

that really donrt exist. 
Problems at school. 
No close relailonshlps witfi-staTf- ------~ 
members. 
StaIT~ not taklng _enough time wi th kids. 

Staff--not tru at irig Kins. 

Staff not setting J..imlts for kids. 

Staf'!' not being honest with k.ids. 

Feeling. uptight, Qr scared. 

Others getting too close to the kids· 

problems. 
Being? tempted to get loaded-- on arugs . 
Feeling a neea-to nave sex. 
Feeling depressed. 
\0 
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For Nonru~ner (Continued): 
In your opinion. 
How much importance would this 
have in .running away? 
No't at 
all· 
Verry
little Some A lot 
Very
much 
Not getting h~lp ~ith :problems. 
Fee11ng~-loeked~ 1n. 
Feel1ng t1red- oLk!e_1ng told what do do. 
Th1nking they'll=get-=to-go- ~fiome-=--~~ ---~- ---~--
I,.() 
~ 
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Neither 
agree, I'agree 
Kids are most likely Disagree Disagree nor I 'agree very 
to run during: strongly ,somewhat disag:ree somewhat much 
Spring 
Summer 
Winter 
Fall 
a. morning
Breaks b. lunch 
c. evening 
Group outings 
Home visits 
During outside emplo~ent 
Just ,before release time 
At holiday time 
\0 
0) 
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Neither 
Kids are most likely agree ' ',I agree 
to run during: Disagree Disagree nor I agree very' 
(Continued) strongly somewhat' disagree somewhat much 
Kids run to: 
-
Home
----SeattIe 
-­ - , 
----~--
CalIfornIa. 
Parks 
Communes' 
Friends 
Other (descri'be } 
\0 
\0 
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I agree with this 
statement: Not at all -.Very little Some A lot Very Much' 
I considered my parents
strict.MY parents were very under­
standing of me. 

MY father loved me. 

I had fun with my brothers 

and/or sisters. 
We had lots of fights at 
my house_ 
~ere was usually someone 
there when I came home. 
MY mother hit me a lot ~-I often wanted to run away. 
I like getting. to know~tne 
adults here. 
It helps to taIK aboti my
feelings in group_ . 
....... 

o 
o 
I 
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agree with this 
statement: 
(Continued) ,Not at' all Very· ll,ttle, ~ome A ~.ot'.· Very much 
I like doing things on 

schedule. 

The group outings we have 

are fun. ' 

- ItTS-fielpl'uI-- to have some- --~- --­
one around to talk with. 
t-' 
o 
t-' 
